In this issue, Zhang et al. report a novel function for DOCK8 (dedicator of cytokinesis 8) in controlling the structural integrity of lymphocytes. DOCK8 deficiency severely compromised survival of T cells during trafficking through dense tissue networks, impairing skin-specific protective antiviral immune responses.
Identifying the genetic lesions underlying primary immunodeficiencies has an immediate impact on disease diagnosis, therapy, and patient management. It can also provide mechanistic explanations for disease pathogenesis, such as the absence of T and NK cells in X-SCID due to the requirement for gc in IL-7R and IL-15R signaling, and the lack of switched Ig isotypes in hyperimmunoglobulin M syndrome due to the requirement for CD40/CD40L interactions in this process. However, there are other examples where identifying the mutant gene in a particular disease opens up a new field of study, for the simple reasons that little was known about the function of this gene in immune cells. The discovery that biallelic loss-of-function mutations in DOCK8 causes autosomal recessive hyper IgE syndrome falls into this second category. DOCK8 is a guanine nucleotide exchange factor that activates small GTPases such as Cdc42. Previous studies revealed that cytoskeletal defects in DOCK8-deficient B cells, T cells, and NK cells impairs their effector function. However, it is not clear why individuals with DOCK8 mutations specifically develop severe viral infections of the skin. Zhang et al. theorized that since DOCK8-deficient lymphocytes exhibited normal chemotaxis and initial migration into human tissue, these cells may be impaired
T cells require DOCK8 for flexibility and function
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The Journal of Experimental Medicine in their ability to traffic through the dense tissue networks of the skin. By analyzing humans, mice, and cell lines, DOCK8-deficient T and NK cells were found to have aberrant morphologies under conditions that replicated skin infiltration and penetration, and this ultimately contributed to an unusual form of cell death termed "cytothripsis" (cell shattering). This morphological effect was replicated by abolishing expression of Cdc42 or p21-activated kinase (PAK), but not RAC1/2 or the WAS protein, thereby establishing that DOCK8 operates in this setting by activating these regulators of actin polymerization. Overall, the stress experienced by DOCK8-deficient cells moving through dense tissue networks abrogated the generation and maintenance of tissue-resident memory CD8 + T cells that are important for protective immunity at such sites.
This selective inability of effector T cells lacking DOCK8 to efficiently localize to tissues high in collagen content and provide potent antiviral immunity at these sites may explain why DOCK8-deficient patients have heightened susceptibility to skin-trophic viral infections, yet systemic viral infections are more effectively controlled. These findings reveal the morphological flexibility of immune cells that is required for them to execute effector function in nonlymphoid tissues and the critical function of DOCK8/Cdc42/PAK in this process. It will be important to elucidate the mechanism by which DOCK8 integrates into TCR signaling, as well as to assess virus-specific skin-resident memory cells in DOCK8-deficient humans to establish a paucity of these cells at these sites. Identification of the components that regulate lymphocyte integrity, motility, and survival under conditions of migratory stress may provide an opportunity to enhance tissue-specific immunity and memory in patients with germline mutations in this pathway. Eventually, shedding light on the pathology arising in the skin may result in improved outcomes for patients with this often-fatal immunodeficiency. The immune and nervous systems sense changes in the environment, mobilize host responses, and establish memories of threatening events. In this issue, an important study by Nakai et al. using experimental models of T cell inflammation shows that neurotransmission through b 2 -adrenergic signals in lymph nodes restricts T cell egress, thereby limiting potentially damaging tissue inflammation. This reveals a previously unrecognized neural mechanism for suppressing T cell mediated tissue damage.
Like neurons, lymphocytes and other hematopoietic cells express neurotransmitter receptors. Ligand binding mediates intracellular signal transduction that modulates the expression of genes involved in immunological responses including cytokine production, cell proliferation and migration. Historically, immunology studies of neuro transmitter receptor signaling were descriptions of the biological effects of neurotransmitter receptor signaling on immune responses, regardless of the neurotransmitter's cell of origin. Recent convergence of neurophysiology and immunology, however, has delineated the maps of specific neural circuits that regulate immunity. Elucidation of these genetic and molecular mechanisms has significant implications for understanding innate and adaptive immunity. It has been known for decades that adrenergic neurons innervate lymph nodes. Missing was the answer to how such neurons might regulate T lymphocytes. In the present study, ablation of adrenergic
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Adrenergic signals via b 2 -adrenergic receptor (b 2 AR) in T cells lead to the formation of heteromeric protein complexes of b 2 AR with CCR7 and CXCR4. This culminates in increased adhesion to lymph node stroma and T cell retention.
Are we getting enough sleep? Clinical investigation has revealed an inverse correlation between the accumulation of amyloid plaques in the brain (a hallmark of Alzheimer's disease pathology) and the amount of sleep. Of course, these correlations do not prove causation, which requires a detailed analysis of the relationship between sleep and plaque formation. Now, a new study using mouse models of Alzheimer's disease (AD) provides compelling genetic evidence linking sleep with AD pathology and concludes that getting more sleep will reduce amyloid-b (Ab) plaque formation, at least in mice.
The primary constituent of amyloid plaques in the brains of patients with AD is the amyloidogenic peptide, Ab. Ab production is regulated by synaptic activity, with increased activity resulting in more Ab production. Animal models that express the human amyloid precursor protein (APP), often with mutations to enhance production of Ab, produce robust Ab plaque pathology. Studies in these mice have shown that amyloid pathology disrupts sleep patterns and that reducing pathology can reverse these deficits. Furthermore, pharmacological inhibition of the wakefulness-modulating pathway, which is mediated by orexin signaling, reduced plaque formation. But genetic validation of the role of orexin signaling and the impact of modulating this pathway on sleep and amyloid plaque pathology remained to be explored.
In this issue, Roh et al. report data from two different mouse models of AD combined with genetic deletion of orexin. Loss of orexin resulted in decreased wakefulness (increased sleep) and a subsequent reduction in amyloid pathology and Ab concentrations in brain. Two possible explanations for these results were tested: orexin may act directly on the neurons that overproduce Ab, or, orexin may impact pathology as a result of modulating the sleep-wake cycle. The authors found that rescue of orexin in neurons that modulate sleep,
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Insight from Ryan Watts signaling to lymph nodes, or deletion of b 2 -adrenergic receptors from lymphocytes resulted in lymphopenia in lymph nodes. b 2 -adrenergic receptors physically associated with CCR7 and CXCR4, which control lymphocyte retention in lymph nodes, resulting in prolonged RAC1 signaling. CCR7 and CXCR4 signals enhanced lymph node retention of B and T cells, respectively. Moreover, activation of b-adrenergic signals inhibited lymph node transit of antigen-primed T cells, significantly curtailing the development of paralysis in EAE and attenuating inflammation in DTH. This indicates that b 2 -adrenergic neural signaling can override T cell damage to tissues.
Immunity cannot be fully understood without understanding the neural circuits that reflexively modulate it. The growing list of reflexive neural circuits that specifically influence immunity provides an understanding of distinct molecular and neurophysiological mechanisms that inhibit and stimulate immunity. These circuits operate reflexively, meaning that sensory input stimulates the outgoing, efferent arc of the circuit to regulate immunity. The incoming signals can be activated by cytokines, products of tissue injury, and even by bacterial products directly. The innate immune system is thus not alone on the front line against infection and injury; this role is shared with sensory neurons. Closed feedback loops through these neural circuits can exert significant influence on the development of innate and adaptive immunity.
So, if the question being studied is "what is the basis of immunity and how is it controlled?", then it is time to face up to the answers provided by studies of neural circuits that reflexively control immune responses. Nearly every cell of the body is within signaling range of sensory neurons capable of monitoring their biochemical, metabolic, and physical states. And all of the major organs of the immune system are targeted by neurons that can in turn transmit reflexive neural signals.
The challenge for immunologists today is to delineate specific neural circuit mechanisms regulating specific aspects of immunity. In the 20th century, Charles Sherrington taught that the nervous system is built upon single units of reflex action; the time has arrived to apply these principles to immunology. This represents a major advance over studies of generalized neurotransmitter responses to hematopoietic cells. Mapping specific input and output neural circuits has opened new insights into understanding immunity and holds significant opportunity for learning how to therapeutically modulate it.
